A quasi-linear system with cubic nonlinearity under two external excitations in subharmonic responces of order 1/2 and 1/3 was examined. In the system under consideration there appears mixed oscillation due to the interaction between derived excitations. Various forms of the resonance curve were identified. The stability study was based on an abbreviated form of the second stability condition [2] .
Introduction
The present article deals with the effect of two external excitations in subharmonic resonances on an oscillator which has weak (order c-) cubic non-linearity. The attention is focused on mixed regimes due to supplementary excitations of c--order, which are introduced by the "original" excitations through the cubic nonlinearity.
The asymptotic method [1] and some remarks given in [2] are used . The so-called associated equations are established; the analytical identification of the resonance curves is done; the classification of the resonance curves is based on the location of the critical part; stable branches of the resonance curve are determined by an abbreviate form of the second stability condition.
System under consideration -Original and Associated equations
Consider a quasi~linear ·system governed by the differential equation:
where x is an oscillatory variable, over dots denote derivatives relative to time t,
for simplicity, is assumed to be positive.
In the first approximation [1] , the oscillations are of the form: 
where
If T = 0, the two systems (2.4) and (2.6) are not equivalent. Consequently, the original resonance curve C 0 (determined from (2.4)) is obtained from the associated resonance curve C (determined from {2.6)) by rejecting strange representative points; the latter located in the non-equivalence curve T = 0, corresponds to strange solutions.
3. A frequency -amplitude relationship ~nd two resonance curves From (2.6), by eleminating the p}i.ase fJ the following frequence -amplitude relationship can easily be established
From (3.1) the associated resonance curve C can be identified and it consists of two parts:
-the regular part C' located in the regular region: Figure 6) , and a loop appear (Figure 7) . At h ~ 0.00357, the loop connects with the left and right regular branches (Figure 8 ) . The last form of the resonance curve is given in Figure 9 .
The resonance curve in Figure 10 is plotted with u = 7r /4, h = 0.0033; the only critical point I moves up. Fig:ures 11, 12 show the resonance curves in the case u = 7r /6. They ·are plotted with h = 0.001, 0.002 respectively: the critical point I moves along the irregular parabola P 1 . Mixed oscillations in a quasi-linear system were examined. Higher harmonics of the dephase in the equations of stat ionary oscillations were eliminated. The resonance curve was identified analytically. An extended abbreviated form of the second condition of st ability facilitated the stability study. Diverse complicated resonance curve were obtained. This work was supported by the Natural Science Council of Vietnam.
